I tried to work with Ron Vrooman for two years, but he is incorrigibly ignorant. So is Phil Hudok. So is Thomas Deegan. So was Bruce Doucette.

They can't figure it out themselves and they won't take anyone else's word for it. So, what's a Grandma to do?

Now they are eagerly lining up at the trough and selling their birthright for "porridge" ---rapidly devaluing military script that is issued based on their voluntary donation of their estate and inheritance to the British Queen. Not me, Bubba.

I'm not going to lick any British boots after all that they owe to me and mine. In a pig's eye will I betray the men and women who fought the Revolution.

As always, I warned these folks, and I am telling you all right now that they have been warned and duly advised and if they give away their identity as Americans and adopt British Territorial United States Citizenship by standing under the King's Law and taking his sop, it's their fault what happens to them. Not mine.

I won't be lifting a finger when foreign forces come around looking to collect for the King's debts and the Pope's debts from all the Federal Citizens. They will deserve what they get, because the truth of the matter has been fully disclosed -- by me.

They will lose their claim to be an American. They will lose their rights to the soil and land of this country and never be able to actually own any of it. They will be willing tenants in their own country. They will lose their constitutional rights and guarantees and remain clinging to the same chains that many of them have been trying to escape for years.

They will be held responsible for paying the King's debts and the Pope's debts. Both. And they can't whine and say that they didn't know, that the contract was undisclosed, blah, blah, blah ---- because I am standing here and telling you all that there is no free lunch, and this is no different.

Accept any part of any such Arbitration Award, and you have to stand under the King's Law and admit to being a British Subject.

Once you admit to being a British Subject and accept standing under the King's Law, you're not in Kansas anymore. Or Oregon.

I am bringing a complaint against the Queen's Government to put an end to this. I am doing this among other reasons, because its illegal, and also because I have reason to think that there will be no pay outs--- but the contracts identifying these people as Brits will still be effective.

That is, there won't be any money or even debt script paid out.
But those "voluntarily" identifying themselves as British Subjects will be held accountable for the King's debts, and their land and soil assets will be seized upon just the same.
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